Experiences from gender work within the
International Union of Radio Science - URSI
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Why am I interested in gender
balance issues?
• A seminar given by professor Cecilia Jarlskog at
University of Helsinki 1979 – never did a visiting
male professor get so many stupid questions.
• Have been wondering “would a male scientists
have been handled like this” in many occasions
since that.
• Questions to many talks given by female
scientists – or no questions at all?
• Universal suffrage in Finland since 1906
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in the highest positions in 100%
science and technology:
80%
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URSI MISSION STATEMENT
Radio science encompasses the knowledge and study of all aspects of electromagnetic fields and waves. The International Union of Radio Science (Union RadioScientifique Internationale), a non-governmental and non-profit organisation under the International Council for Science, is responsible for stimulating and coordinating, on an international basis, studies, research, applications, scientific exchange, and communication in the fields of radio science.

Included within the objectives are the following:
To encourage and promote international activity in radio science and its applications, for the benefit of humanity;
To encourage the adoption of common methods of measurement, and the intercomparison and standardisation of the measuring instruments used in scientific work;
to stimulate and co-ordinate studies of:
the scientific aspects of telecommunications using electromagnetic waves, guided and unguided;
the generation, emission, radiation, propagation, reception, and detection of fields and waves, and the processing of the signals embedded in them.
to represent radio science to the general public, and to public and private organisations.
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MEMBER COMMITTEES
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URSI Lea) et
At the international level, almost every branch of science functions under the auspices of, and is represented by, an organization known as a union. For the science involving the
various forms of what are commonly called radio waves, the pertinent union is the International Union of Radio Science, commonly referred to by its acronym URSI (based on its
name in French: Union Radio-Scientifique Internationale). URSI and other unions associated with other branches of science are, in turn, members of the International Council of
Science (ICSU).
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List of Officials

Current O. cers

President
Prof. Makoto Ando
(Japan)

Past President
Prof. Paul Cannon
(U.K.)

Secretary-General
Prof. Peter Van Daele
(Belgium)

Vice-Presidents

Prof. Willem Baan
(Netherlands)

Prof. Ondrej Santolik
(Czech Republic)

Prof. Ari Sihvola
(Finland)

Prof. Piergiorgio Uslenghi
(U.S.A.)

Why are equal opportunities so
important?
• At ordinary working places in Sweden the absence due
to sickness has decreased with growing gender balance
• The atmosphere improves – the discussion topics stay
tidy (hopefully)
• In science women might come with a new point of
view - still in my generation we tried to find an own
slot if we were not integrated in the projects properly
• When female scientists start to be “normal”
everywhere, even the unconscious discrimination
decreases

Gender at AT-RASC and URSI
(AT-RASC was a conference held at Gran Canaria in May 2018)

• Total registrants: 552
• 108 female (of which 36 accompanying persons) ~13% (sci)
• 103 applied for a YS Award, 30 of them were female ~30%
• 47 YS have been selected, of which 14 are female ~30%

• Total convenors: 154
• 23 of them are female ~15%

• Official Positions within URSI
•
•
•
•

Board: no females 0%!
Com Chairs: 1 of 10 is female 10%
Vice-Chairs, 2 of 10 are female 20%
ERC: 3 of 20 are female 15%

• Presidents of URSI Committees:
• 44 total, 4 are female ~9%

Efforts to pass the gender
barrier traditions at URSI
• Young scientist programs with awards have been
very successful
• Women in Radio Science (WiRS) column in Radio
Science Bulletin (RSB) since 2015
• Invitation to Japan to tell about equal opportunities
work in Sweden for Research Organisation of
Information and Systems (ROIS)
• Invitation to organize a WiRS session at AT-RASC

Young Scientists at AT-RASC 2018 ~30% girls

My personal recommendations to
improve the gender balance
• Presence of good examples at all levels is important
for younger female scientists to be able to identify
themselves with
• Student exchange or postdocs positions abroad
especially to places with many female scientists can
be encouraging
• Even senior male researchers can contribute by taking
the young female scientists seriously
• All committees must have at least 40% of each gender

The responsibility of the society
•
•
•
•
•

Let women themselves decide about their lives
Good childcare and senior houses
Paid parental leave for both parents
Student loans for everybody to be able to study
Cost-free university education

Dr Anthea Coster (MIT-Haystack) giving a talk about Lise Meitner
at URSI AT-RASC Women in Radio Science session on
Gran Canaria, May 29 2018

What else can we do?
• Support young female scientists:
•
•
•
•
•

Say they are good
Suggest awards even for them
Encourage them to apply for positions
Tell them which parameters are important for the career
Mentors?

• Support for senior female scientists:
• Suggest them to give keynote talks, general lectures etc
• Suggest them to committees etc
• Encourage them to apply for senior positions

• In research grant evaluations we can point out lack of
gender balance if applicable
• In countries not so far away with many talented female scientists,
there are not any rules for gender balance

Summarizing thoughts
• There is a positive trend towards gender
balance
• Even the male scientists want to modernize their
organizations

• The topmost positions are still behind hard
work
• Why was there not any female candidates?

• Why do often women think they are not good
enough?
• A position created for a person with a lot of
teaching load goes to an outsider genius?

